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In these intriguing accounts, Susie Orbach, the celebrated author of Fat
is a Feminist Issue, presents us with six imaginary clinical cases,
including Adam, the serial seducer; Belle, the compulsive liar; and
Joanne, the self-mutilator. Through them, Orbach presents an
intriguing look into the hidden world of the consulting room. She
demonstrates the way the therapist analyses her own feelings as well of
those of the other person, making the therapy relationship a uniquely
special place in which discoveries can be made, which enable the
patient to change. Bravely, she details failure as well as success. The
latter is not denoted by a triumphant denouement but by ensuring the
patient is enabled to utilise new ways of thinking after therapy.
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This collection of essays represents responses by over eighty scholars
to an unusual request: give your high level assessment of the field of
economic design, as broadly construed. Where do we come from?
Where do we go from here? The book editors invited short, informal
reflections expressing deeply felt but hard to demonstrate opinions,
unsupported speculation, and controversial views of a kind one might
not normally risk submitting for review. The contributors – both senior
researchers who have shaped the field and promising, younger
researchers – responded with a diverse collection of provocative pieces,
including: retrospective assessments or surveys of the field; opinion
papers; reflections on critical points for the development of the
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discipline; proposals for the immediate future; "science fiction"; and
many more. The readers should have fun reading these unusual pieces
– as much as the contributors enjoyed writing them.


